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ABSTRACT 

The book reviewed is “The Verdict Decoding Indian Elections” is based on the polls dating 

back to 11th April to 19th May 2019. The counting for the election began from 23rd may 

and the results were declared shortly after the counting was over. In this book “The Verdict 

Decoding Indian Elections” by India’s prime psychologist Prannoy Roy and renowned 

marketing researcher and expert Dorab R. Sopariwala some key features like the phases 

of Indian elections, the rise of women and young voters and the impact of low turnouts have 

been covered This book is a seminal contribution to the empirical analysis of Indian 

elections. Using data and statistics, present surprising new insights and trends about the 

changes in Indian electoral democracy. It also tries to decode India’s elections in as simple 

a way as possible in order to provide a greater understanding of the underpinnings of our 

electoral system and to examine the many variables that determine ‘the verdict’ of the 

Indian voter. This final part takes only a few extracts from this book to highlight some key 

signals, indicators, and trends to look out for while tracking this big election, from the 

beginning of the campaign till the result on the final day of counting. Further there is 

descriptive data about the demography of each and every state and the heterogeneous 

culture in India and the credibility of polling by explaining and comparing past elections 

with the present ones. This book is not only based on the Indian perspective of elections 

but compares concepts like ‘voter suppression’ with that of the United States. The book 

mostly points out the estimated features of elections in India stressing more on quantitative 

analysis, the debate in the book shifts from the aspects of subtle distinction of voting 

behavior dealing impact of economics and identity politics. 

 

I. ABOUT THE AUTHORS 

Prannoy Roy  

Prannoy Roy is closely associated with the Indian elections since the 1980's. He is known for 

his new ideas, methods and opinions on polls in their existing form, which predict the election 

results and analyses connections between the voters and the politician. Prannoy Roy brought 
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up the concept of psephology to the country by broadcasting the explanation on the national 

television how the number game combines with politics   to predict the winner, he is considered 

as the default or standard setting for decoding who a country or even the state is voting for. 

Prannoy Roy and his wife Radhika Roy are the founders of NDTV, which has been awarded 

as India’s most trusted media brand. He has a PhD in economics in addition to that he is also a 

qualified chartered accountant and has been an economic advisor with the Ministry of Finance. 

Dorab R. Sopariwala  

Dorab R. Sopariwala has been editorial advisor with NDTV and senior consultant with 

Edelman India for almost two decades earlier he worked with market research companies in 

England and India. In India he worked with MARG in which he was the founding managing 

director. He has an ardent interest in opinion polling. He did his education from London School 

of Economics and the Imperial College of Science and Technology and is a fellow of the Royal 

Statistical Society. 

II. SYNOPSIS 

The book is divided into four parts. The first part describes how elections have panned out over 

the years, and how India has matured as a democracy. The second and third parts discuss 

opinion polls in detail, and how trustworthy or untrustworthy they are. The last part explains 

in detail, how elections are won and lost in our First Past the Post (FPTP) system. 

1. Dividing the time after the first election into 25-year-periods, the authors have come 

upon a remarkable finding. The era from 1952 to 1977 was pro-incumbency, when the ruling 

governments were voted back to power overwhelmingly; from 1977 to 2002, this got flipped 

on its head and most governments were voted out; from 2002 onwards, it’s 50-50 – a 

government comes back to power if it can impress voters. 

2. Women’s participation in elections are rising by leaps and bounds, and soon they will 

overtake men. However, as many as 21 million of them are disenfranchised even now, and they 

are pitifully represented among the elected representatives. Our governments are still rather 

patriarchal, but women are starting to aggressively register their votes. 

3. Opinion polls are on the whole trustworthy in the sense that they always tend to get the 

overall winner right. However, all polls tend to underestimate the winning margin because 

pollsters try to play safe. (All the polls got the 2004 election wrong, however.) 

4. Conducting an opinion poll is much more difficult in India than in the west, due to the 

heterogeneity of the country. A much bigger sample size (35000 to 40000) is required to have 

a halfway reliable result, whereas in Europe, 1000 to 2000 will give excellent results. 
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5. Extracting information from the cagey Indian voter is very difficult, especially since 

many are afraid to reveal their mind due to fear of getting targeted by political parties. Because 

of this, exit polls (polls conducted on voters who have already cast their vote) are more reliable 

than opinion polls because people are more forthcoming, and a larger sample size can be 

accommodated. 

6. Many a time, minorities and Dalits are underrepresented in opinion polls because they 

are very difficult to approach and very reluctant to divulge their opinions due to apprehensions 

of being targeted. Similarly, unless women field-workers are employed, it is very difficult to 

get rural women to open out. 

7. Assembly elections, and by-polls, are good indicators of how the electorate will vote in 

the parliament election if not separated by a large time margin. The reverse does not hold true, 

however. 

8. The party that is ahead when all the leads are in gets an amazing ‘Bump’ in actual seats 

once all the results are in. Expect the winner to do much better in the end and the loser even 

worse. For Lok Sabha elections, when all the 543 ‘leads’ are in but counting is still in progress, 

be prepared to add another forty-five seats to the leading party’s tally and subtract the same 

number from the trailing parties’ total. In other words, be prepared for as much as a forty-five-

seat Bump, or what could be up to a ninety-seat swing. This is due to not some magic, but the 

cancelling out of standard deviation among all the leads which always tend to favor the winner. 

9. In India, dividing the opposition is the best way to ensure a win (much more than a 

swing in one’s favor), as our FPTP system allows parties with even less than 30% votes to 

score landslide victories as their opponents take away votes piecemeal! Favoring the big 

national parties initially, of late this method has started to backfire, as regional parties are using 

the same technique in each state against the biggies. That is the reason for the various state-

wide alliances that we are seeing. Our country is slowly moving into a federal setup. 

III. LEGAL ASPECT OF THE BOOK  

Voter Suppression  

The author draws the attention of the readers to the lesser touched concept of ‘VOTERS 

SUPPRESSION’ in India which is similar to that happening in the United States. The women 

voter turnout in the ‘Hindi Belt’ is the lowest it is a continuing and a worrying tendency in the 

fall behind involvement of the women voter population in the ‘Hindi Speaking Belt’. This very 

concept of women voter suppression in the Hindi Speaking states is very disturbing. In contrast 

to this the state’s other the  Hindi speaking ones have matured and have benefited from the 

increase in women's participation as voters this has also brought to the attention of the 
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politicians the issues that earlier were considered as ‘only women issues’ thus the women 

population of Hindi speaking belt is cutting out. One of the most disturbing characteristics of 

the existing electoral system is that non registration of millions of women to vote, even though 

they have attained the legal voting age and are eligible. The women being deprived of the right 

to vote is not at all similar to the ‘DARK ARTS’ of the repression of the voter all around the 

world. Still the concept of women voter suppression is quite distressing occurrence of the 

electoral system. One thing to be noted is that 4.5 percent of the missing women voters when 

converted into numbers translate into a large digit of 21 million women who are denied their 

constitutional right to vote just because they are not registered in the list of voters in India. The 

Election commission of India cannot be blamed every year they organize large number of 

outreach programs enroll women participation .The large number of 21 million women is 

identical if all the women in any of the following states are not allowed to vote these states are 

Chhattisgarh, Haryana, Kerala, Jharkhand and Telangana. The top three big states have the 

largest number of non-registered women voters though they are entitled to cast their vote. 

However there is a hopeful prospect: most of the smaller states have a much larger population 

of registered women voters as compared to the top three Hindu belt states. Thus to deal with 

the distressing problem of women voter  suppression a new rule should be made which should 

convey ‘any woman who comes to a polling booth or station in the constituency where she 

resides and is over eighteen year old, be allowed to vote’  

IV. CONCLUSION  

This book has endeavored to decode India’s election in as straightforwardly as possible with a 

view to provide a wider and easier understanding of the foundation of the election system and 

to inspect the many aspects that regulate ‘THE VERDICT’ of the voters in India. This final 

part takes only a few extracts from this book to highlight some key signals, indicators, and 

trends to look out for while tracking this big election, from the beginning of the campaign till 

the result on the final day of counting. Thus the verdict is an open ended story which means 

there was a beginning but there will be no end Indian elections will continue to evolve, the 

electorate will become more sophisticated, more decisive, more troublesome and more 

apprehensive about the aptitude of the vote. 

V. SUBJECTIVE PERCEPTION 

The book gives a look at Indian Elections from the mathematical point of view. Rather than 

looking at the humane factor of elections, Pranav Roy sheds light on the numbers, trends and 

patterns emerging from the elections. While it seems illogical to erase the people from the study 
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of elections, it gives a clear idea about how people vote, parties play their cards and elections 

happen. It gives an idea about how the study of the elections of such heterogeneous and massive 

countries like India can be undertaken - looking at the numbers. 

However, I didn't expect the little tidbits and anecdotes from the side of pollsters in the book. 

They give an idea of how they try to gauge the pulse of the people, how they model our society 

and the tradeoffs they make to predict the elections. It was interesting to know the British have 

a Polling Organization that regulates polls in the country. 

It also gives an idea about how you can look at the elections and try to predict the results. How 

to understand voter sentiments, swings to make an estimate. Overall, a fantastic read and a 

fascinating one. 

***** 


